Mike plays hockey
Script:
1.

Mike gets ready to play a game of hockey.

2.

He ties up his skates.

3.

He puts on his hockey sweater. He is number 63.

4.

He chooses a hockey stick.

5.

The referee drops the puck to begin the game. It’s called a face-off.

6.

Mike waits on the bench with his teammates.

7.

Finally, it’s his turn to play!

8.

Suddenly, someone passes the puck to Mike.

9.

He quickly skates down the ice.

10.

He shoots the puck.

11.

He gets a goal!

12.

At the end of the first period, the score is 2-0 for Mike’s team.

13.

In the second period, Mike fights with some players on the other team.

14.

The referee calls a penalty.

15.

Mike has to sit in the penalty box for two minutes.

16.

At the beginning of the third period, the score is 3-0 for Mike’s team.

17.

Mike and his team play hard in the last period.

18.

At the end of the third period,

19.

The score is still 3

20.

to nothing.

21.

The teams shake hands.

22.

Mike has a drink with his friends after the game.

23.

He is happy to talk about his goal, but not his penalty.

Mike Plays Hockey
Number the sentences:
____

Mike and his team play hard in the last period.

____

He chooses a hockey stick.

____

He ties up his skates.

____

Mike has a drink with his friends after the game.

____

Mike waits on the bench with his teammates.

____

He quickly skates down the ice.

____

The referee drops the puck to begin the game. It’s called a face-off.

____

He puts on his hockey sweater. He is number 63.

____

Mike has to sit in the penalty box for two minutes.

1

Mike gets ready to play a game of hockey.

____

He gets a goal!

____

Finally, it’s his turn to play!

____

He is happy to talk about his goal, but not his penalty.

____

to zero.

____

He shoots the puck.

____

In the second period, Mike fights with some players on the other
team.

____

At the beginning of the third period, the score is 3-0 for Mike’s team.

____

Suddenly, someone passes the puck to Mike.

____

At the end of the third period,

____

At the end of the first period, the score is 2-0 for Mike’s team.

____

The score is still three

____

The teams shake hands.

____

The referee calls a penalty.

Mike Plays Hockey
True, False or Maybe?
1.

First Mike puts on his skates. Then he puts on his hockey sweater.

2.

Mike is number 36 on his team.

3.

Mike’s team colours are green and white.

4.

The goalie drops the puck. It is called a face-off.

5.

Mike waits on the bench at the start of the game.

6.

Mike gets the first goal of the game.

7.

Mike’s team gets two goals in the first period.

8.

Mike gets a penalty in the first period.

9.

Mike gets a penalty because he is fighting.

10.

Mike has to sit in the penalty box for 3 minutes.

11.

Mike’s team gets one goal in the second period.

12.

Mike’s team gets one goal in the third period.

13.

After the game, everyone shakes hands.

14.

Mike has a drink with his whole team after the game.

15.

Mike talks about the game.

